PRESS RELEASE

Wanted Naxal Apprehended by SSB

New Delhi (14 November, 2017):- On specific information 26th Battalion of Sashastra Seema Bal Ranchi launched a joint operation with local police. The security forces cordoned and searched village Rugri, PS Murhu, District Khunti, Jharkhand. During operation, security forces nabbed a person who tried to escape from the cordoned village. Later on the apprehended person was identified as Kaushal Munda, aged 30 years S/o Muchira Munda, Vill Rugri PS-Murhu District – Khunti Jharkhand. Kaushal Munda was wanted by police and involved in various murder cases including recent murder of police constable Asian Purti near Kitahatu Chowk, District Khunti Jharkhand. Apprehended Naxal was handed over to PS Murhu.

Village Rugri is approximately 10 Kms from Coy headquarter Hunt of 26th Bn of SSB.
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